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Nordhorn Guitar Festival 2017 

Reunion 

Spring is late, this year… 

The sunlight flares through the branches of the trees along the road, forming a bit of a 

nuisance in the corner of my eye. Normally the leaves would have provided some shadow at 

this time of the year. The season is hesitating, the bushes close to the ground wear light 

green, the tree tops are still bare, their branches reaching towards the sky forming a 

reflection of their roots in the soil. 

I watch my dashboard. Outside temperature three degrees centigrade. Quite cold for the end 

of April. If the asparagus comes above the ground, it will be scared stiff, which will skyrocket 

its price. 

The typical Twente scenery with woods, thickets, hedgerows and casual fields passes in the 

early morning cold. I love this countryside and its surprise that lies beyond the hedgerows or 

hill tops. So different from the grim predictability of the green flats in the west that cause a 

semi-blindness for the present because of the endless gaze in the distance of the horizon. 
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My guitar case in the back creaks in the rhythm of the movements of the car and taps against 

the child’s seat for my granddaughter. 

Second chance parenthood… 

I am quite satisfied with that, now I have the opportunity to see what I missed while my own 

kids grew up, yet now without regrets that it is over for good. It’s weird that you don’t think 

about that in the first act of this game. No time, time flies. How do you survive parenthood 

when you are in the middle of it? 

Such a shame that little Iris is too young for this event. She would have been jumping around 

and dancing all day. She used to do that when she was little while we played the Haitian 

Suite. Nice piece of guitar music! Well done, Alberto! 

Whatever, Granddaddy is on the move again. The road to Germany cuts through the 

countryside like a knife, there used to be railway tracks long ago, now it’s a road. I turn op 

the music. Let’s get in the mood! 

I am glad that I can drive at a moderate speed. I have a preference for the back roads. Less 

speedy and most drivers refrain from dangerous behaviour apart from a casual foolhardy 

overtaking manoeuvre. At this pace I have the opportunity to admire the environment or take 

a look if here are more roads that lead towards Rome/ 

I used to entertain anxieties on highways for quite a while… 

I was frightened by the compulsion of the through traffic, the pressure of speed and a sense 

of disorientation in the dark when I was blinded by the headlights in front of me and behind 

on crowded intersections. 

It was not the highway itself that struck fear into me… 

No, it was the destination, the end of the highway. Confrontation with decay and open ends. 

Ghosts from the past that hampered my view on the future. Reproaches that my road had led 

me to another place. Expectations that I did not meet. 

This road is different… 

Yes, this is the road to reunion, not the road towards separation and goodbye. I experience a 

bit of tension. What is the effect of time on an encounter? Will my reminiscence of it turn into 

nostalgia? 

Not every encounter turns into a deliberate goodbye… 

Many encounters are passages. Ships that sail along and leave, each taking its own course. 

A salute, a wish for a safe journey and loneliness in the end. At most the stern light will 

remain visible until it disappears in the fog or behind the horizon. 

Last year’s encounter awoke something in me. As a consequence, I am a writer again, rather 

than a text collector that tries to stick together a story but fails to find the connection. 
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A miraculous story, from encounter to embrace in four days… 

Obviously last year’s goodbye was sharp, almost painful, and presented me with a clear 

urgency. Goodbye was to turn into Reunion, I could not allow to lose it. It pushed my urge for 

contact, an area of tension between cautiousness and openness, with the balance slowly 

shifting to an open heart.  

I guess many more people felt that way at the last festival… 

I cross the winding river that forms the eastern border of the Twente district. My thoughts 

linger likewise in my mind. 

Reunion… Confirmation or negation? 

All the years that I visited the Guitar Festival Nordhorn, to my great pleasure I have 

experienced that reunion is a confirmation in many cases. A confirmation of the friendly 

atmosphere, the music, the contact with the people that visit the event. A highlight in my 

year, something I am looking forward to. 

The German border… I reduce my speed to enable some early eager buyers to cross the 

street with their gear. 

No customs, just a supermarket… 

My mind goes back to the pre-Schengen era. Occasionally we had more in our luggage 

space than was permitted for duty-free import. Packages of Duplo bricks for the kids, 

materials for the model railway, all much cheaper than in Holland. I remember a bit of 

tension, passing the border. Would we be checked or not? No, we were no smugglers with a 

car full of stuff in the back. Still, it’s the idea of getting caught, isn’t it? 

At this very moment, I carry five years of history of the Guitar Festival Nordhorn in my 

luggage space. Feast on Six Strings, Five Years of Guitar Festival Nordhorn, a box full of 

one kilogramme books with interviews and stories. A heavy load to carry in, right away! 

The Mittelstrasse is not far away any more. To my surprise, I find a parking spot just opposite 

the front door. The notice Heute Gitarrenfestival Nordhorn is outside the Kulturhaus NIHZ. I 

carry my books and guitar inside. 

Then, the first reunion of these days. Bobby, Sanna, Fred, Angie, Ine, Jim, Thomas and his 

girlfriend Marian. We greet each other with what I call The Nordhorn Hug. ����That’s one that I 

learnt here! 

It’s there immediately: I am right into the energy of friendship and fellowship that is so 

characteristic for this festival, a kind of a warm bath to dive in to. 

That is the real start of the festival! 
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Novelties 

A guitar festival. Three days of guitar competitions, master classes, workshops and concerts. 

It looks like a simple and effective concept. That was the fresh start in Nordhorn in 2011, with 

a single competition (Cat. 1) for the professionals with a hand-built guitar as main prize.  

Ever since the concept has been adapted and improved on various subjects. In 2012 an 

amateur competition for players above 16 was added in 2012, in 2015 this competition was 

extended with a category for players younger than 15 years (Cat. 3). In 2016 two new 

competitions were organised, the Composers Competition (Cat. 5) and the Asturias Vodka 

Competition. 

Kulturhaus NIHZ also extended the cooperation with other podia in the environment. For me 

personally this had the disadvantage that I had to choose were to go. This year I decided to 

stay within Kulturhaus NIHZ. Obviously, I did miss a number of great concerts as a 

consequence. The supply appeared larger than I could visit. 

This year’s novelty is the Ensemble Competition that is open for all instrumental 

combinations with guitar. This competition got the marking Cat. 6. 

The observant reader will notice that Cat. 4 is missing. Investigations are in progress after 

the cause of the disappearance. ���� However, the cause appeared to be my spectacles: The 

Asturias Vodka Competition is Cat. 4. Maybe I should drink Vodka rather than wine while 

writing! 

Day One 

Carlo Marchione 
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Walking the Staircase, a la Carte 

This year the festival had 90 subscriptions. A great milestone for the guitar feast that started 

in 2011 with approximately 35 participants. Besides the participants we have the artists and 

the luthiers that provide the prize guitars. And last but not least there is the complete support 

group. 

This rush becomes apparent in the kitchen and behind the bar of Kulturhaus NIHZ, the 

locations where the announcements on the menu are converted into edible matter on a daily 

basis. 

The first step to counter the rush: Provisioning. Shopping trolleys full of food stuff from the 

shops in the neighbourhood, all carried upstairs. Ten to fifteen times up and down the stairs 

are necessary to secure the stock. 

The day starts with breakfast early in the morning. Food must be carried downstairs to the 

Lounge, used plates and cutlery must be transported upstairs for dish washing. Six times up 

and down the stairs with a crate full of plates and cups. 

Then the preparation for lunch is due. Salad rolls, the traditional tomato and chicken soup 

and last but not least the famous Nordhorn meat balls. Five times up and down the stairs 

with pans full of soup, meatballs and crates with rolls and sandwiches. Consumption yiels 

dish washing wares, so another four times stairs up and down. 

In the afternoon, the preparations for dinner start. Rush hour in the kitchen, all pans are 

simmering on the stove, meticulously guarded against scorching, obviously, while the rest of 

the team is busy with preparing salads and vegetables. Eight times stairs down and up with 

hot pans and all other dishes. After dinner, all kitchenware and pans must be carried up 

again for dish washing. Six times the stairs exercise. 

For a number of members of the team this comes to the Thirty Stairs Up and Down per Day 

Marathon. In four days, this comes to… well, anyone can make the calculation. A walk in full 

marching order! That’s the way to create a bit of stamina! 

In the afternoon, the kitchen does not resemble the smooth and fashionable scenes on the 

free-standing cookers in the RTL cooking shows. It’s just hard work and being well-organised 

to be able to get all food ready with just five burners and an oven. That requires a sense of 

planning and organisation and quite a lot of drive. 

Therefore, I pay due respect to the provisioning and catering team, Chef de Cuisine Angie 

Rootveld and barman and storyteller Fred Rootveld, with invaluable help, effort and muscles 

of Henk Olden, Martin Olden, Thomas Peperkamp and his girlfriend Marjan, Ine ten Boske 

and with further help by Annette Kruisbrink, Arlette Ruelens, Jorrit Douwes, Corine 

Binnekamp and undersigned. 

Well done, folks! 
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Ensemble Competition 

The novelty of this year is the Ensemble Competition. All instrumental combinations are 

permitted as long as one of the participants is a guitarist. We were ; -) spoilt with eight 

ensembles on the Thursday Afternoon. 

The Pei Duo was first, the combination of violin and guitar. They took off with a few 

movements from Histoire du Tango by Astor Piazzolla (1921 - 1992), a work that was 

originally conceived for flute and guitar. 

The first movement was Cafe 1930, a slow melody full of melancholy. As a consequence of 

special and not so pleasant memories that are connected to this piece, this melody is a 

guarantee for emotions, as happened this time again. I never realized that is really matters 

on what day you purchase your CDs! In one way or another that music remains connected 

with the experience.   

The guitarist added a lot of atmosphere to the piece with his precise solos and provided 

excellent support for the violinist. They played the piece with a lot of emotion and made a 

great transition to the hopeful major section. 

Their last piece was Nightclub 1960. Brisk play with a lot of drive and a beautiful transition 

from the tango to the slow section vice versa! 

The Duo Rusu – Karamiditis handed over a beautifully printed programme to the jury and 

explained that they were going to play three pieces, at least the Duo Concertante by Luigi 

Legnani (1790 - 1877), performed om flute and guitar. 

Duo Concertante is full of questions and answers at a breakneck speed. Consequently, at 

times the performance became a bit fuzzy and harsh, because the flute mainly acted in the 

higher tonal ranges. 

The second piece was a Sonata by a composer whose name I had not understood. It 

provided the joy of a Mozart Sonata that changed into a theme with variations. As common in 

those days, there were a lot of variations with increasing virtuosity. I noticed, because my 

ears started ringing because of the huge number of notes, extra obvious because of the 

higher registers of the flute. 

Last best, a contemporary piece that reminded me of the guitar-flute arrangements of the 

dances from Gayaneh by Katchaturian. Nice music with a lot of drive and a good element of 

tension. 

The four guitarists of the Classic Quartet came forward in tight formation. By their sound it 

quickly became clear that they are admirers of the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. It was quite 

obvious from their first piece, the famous Flower Waltz by Pjotr Iljitsj Tsjaikovski (1840 - 

1893). It was nice to see how they communicated with each other on stage, generally 

speaking fun to watch even though their physical expression had a hint of exaggeration at 

times.  
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Their second piece was an ingeniously performed music box melody in harmonics with a few 

nice effects. 

The chord progression of the last piece appeared an omen: The ill-famous Canon by Johann 

Pachelbel (1653 - 1706). After the stately intro and the first theme the piece suddenly took a 

humoristic turn in all kinds of style variations, the piece really became a Loose Canon 

(obviously played by the LA Guitar Quartet as well). Fun to listen to, with a marginal 

comment. It appeared a little awkward for the quartet to synchronise spontaneously a piece 

of jazz, pop or rock, the flexibility of the style was lacking a bit. In other words, their approach 

was a little bit too ‘classic’! 

The next ensemble had two guitarists less, the Duo Rodriguez-Bansante. They took off with 

a niece piece of Brazilian that reminded me of the style of the Assad Brothers. They had a bit 

reluctant start, yet soon the playing fun prevailed with a communication between them that 

stimulated the performance. A nice swinging and happy piece! 

Their second piece, a dance from La Vida Breve by Manuel de Falla (1876 – 1946), 

unfortunately did not reach the level of sheer playing fun of the first piece. The Spanish by 

De Falla was considerably less high spirited. As a duo, they showed that they made a stand 

for each other and coped with the slips as a team.  

We kept with guitar duos: the Omalyev Duo. They participated in the competition with a piece 

by Radames Gnatalli and L’ Encouragement by Fernando Sor (1778 - 1839). 

Gnatalli had composed a nice easy-going ballad with waltz, that was played by the partners 

with expressive communication in which the man was slightly more eloquent than the 

woman. The music encouraged the duo to play with a subtle and flexible approach. 

With L’ Encouragement I noticed that the flexibility was sacrificed a bit for virtuosity, the click 

between the two was less than in the Gnatalli piece. Personally, I considered the tempo too 

high, the piece did not resemble the duo piece that many years ago taught me to appreciate 

duo playing myself. 

The Svinnish Guitar Duo (one of the members originates from Sweden, the other comes from 

Finland) had three pieces on the roll. The Ouverture from The Barber of Seville in an 

arrangement by Mauro Giuliani (1781 - 1829) formed the opera-like and lively entrée. 

Their second piece provided a Japanese atmosphere with some western influences in the 

form of the motion picture music with Bad Boys by Toru Takemitsu (1930 - 1996). The music 

invoked images indeed! Their last piece became a fresh Jig-like dance with a good swing 

and a pleasant sound. 

The Shepta Duo appeared in an interesting combination: Guitar and Russian Mandolin, a 

Domra. They played a varied programme with Cyclope by Jean Philippe Rameau (1683 - 

1764), the Tango Suite by Astor Piazzolla (1921 - 1992) and a suite of traditional Russian 

melodies. 

Cyclope was a well performed transcription of a harpsichord piece in a matchless brisk 

tempo in which the Domra player used tremolo technique to play long notes.  
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The Tango Suite had a remarkable sound in this instrumentation, but it was a fresh 

experience for the listener. A Bandoneon on strings! Thus, an Argentine Tango suddenly got 

a Russian taste. 

The Suite appeared to be a collection of pretty contemporary arrangements with daring 

harmonics and a quiet yet quite chaotic approach. The middle section had an atmosphere of 

deep loneliness and acid pessimism. Fortunately, the last movement was more joyful with 

bright and very complex rhythms. 

The last ensemble appeared to be the Nordhorn Gitarren Ensemble, the youngster’s 

ensemble led by Bobby Rootveld. Unfortunately, they were no match for all the professional 

ensembles in this competition, yet joining in already is a constructive experience for the kids. 

They played an ensemble piece by Louis Ignatius Gall –his arrangement of the famous 

Jewish folk song Kol Dodi (which is a quote from the Song of Salomon), the composition Tin 

Woodman from The Wizard of Oz by Lars Wȕller and an arrangement of Skyfall, the title 

song of the James Bond movie with the same name. 

The Ensemble played the pieces neatly in good synchronisation. With Skyfall, one of the 

guitarists became the singer while another switched to bass guitar. It is good to see that this 

ensemble plays outside the box with contemporary compositions. 

Concert Marcus Strand 

The first action of the concert on the Thursday night was the announcement of the results of 

the ensemble competition. 

1. Shepta Duo (gitaar/domra). 

2. Omalyev Duo (gitaar/gitaar). 

3. Svinnish Guitar Duo. 

Winners, congratulations! 

The Swedish guitarist Marcus Strand has the nickname The World’s best dressed Guitarist! 

Well, such a statement creates great expectations. When I entered the hall for the evening 

concert, my curiosity was triggered by a closet with radio and a dress boy on stage. 

Mr. Strand danced towards the stage and after switching on a bit of atmospheric background 

music on the radio on the closet (a kind of artificial synthesized version of the Adagio from 

Concierto d’ Arranjuez) he started an explanation of his role on this evening: Dress to 

Impress!

Time for the first music, two pieces by Manuel de Falla, Romance del Pescador from El Amor 

Brujo en Danza del Molinero from El Sombrero de tres picos. As an adornment, Mr. Strand 

dug up his first costume, a colourful dress with Picasso print. 

The music by the New Age composer Lou Harrison (1917 – 2003) got a touch of Far East 

colours by means of a tight pants with tiger print and an Indian turban that magically 

emerged from under Strand’s clothes. A nice outfit for this music with New Age 
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characteristics and microtonal patterns, which included Serenade for Frank Wigglesworth 

(originally for harp) and two pieces with Indian influences, Jhala and Avalokiteshvara. 

The homage to Roland Dyens (1955 - 2016) required a clothing transformation to a pants 

with a flamboyant star pattern, a sexy top from Amsterdam and an ergonomic hassock for 

easy sitting down. A perfect outfit for Hymne a ‘l Amour and La Chanson des Vieux Amants. 

After these pieces, Strand quickly changed to a skai gaucho outfit, well guess what, just to 

play the Tango en Skai. Well, not exactly this piece alone, it appeared to be a hybrid of a 

Dyens Tango parody and a serious intermezzo in the form of Piazolla´s Argentine Tangos. 

Strand concluded the dansant melancholy with Dyen´s wink, back to Skai! 

The last piece was a minimal music variant on the well/known song Wish you were Here by 

Pink Floyd. Changing clothes first: the tiger print pants came back, a tight suit with red shawl 

completed the minimal dress approach. 

As many people will know, Wish you were Here starts with the music played by a tin can 

transistor radio, the guitarist starts to play along with the famous guitar theme. Electric 

Counterpoint by Steve Reich (*1936) started exactly the same way: Strand switched on the 

radio and the minimal music started. What followed was a sequence of sounds in which it the 

separation between radio and guitarist was virtually absent, sometimes the guitarist was 

playing back and sometimes the radio played back after the guitarist. It was not before the 

end of the piece that both took separate ways. 

Causing the guitarist to leave the hall tightly dressed. With enthusiast applause, obviously! 

Concert Carlo Marcione 

I remembered Carlo Marchione from the Twente Guitar Festival 2011 where he played a 

recital that was characterised by a definite sadness that added a dark and almost gloomy 

aspect to his music. 

His programme of tonight appeared to be a surprise, blank page in the booklet, so I had to 

listen closely. 

His first piece was Variations by Mauro Giuliani (1781 - 1829), with the obvious intro, theme 

and a full array of variations with increasing complexity and virtuosity. Personally, the slow 

minor variation appealed to me most. 

In the nineteenth century, the Dutch composer Kraaijvanger composed a set of variations on 

an aria from Der Freischütz by Carl Maria von Weber. I had never heard of this Dutch 

composer, its remarkable that Holland had a very tiny role on the world stage of guitar 

composition in those days. The introduction was quite lengthy (and maybe a bit boring) in 

comparison with Giuliani. Nevertheless, I liked the livelier elaboration of the theme than I 

heard in the work of the Italian. 

To be honest, after these pieces I was not enthusiast. Marchione’s play was slightly held-

back, reminding me of his almost absent playing in 2011. It did not touch me. 
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Piece number three: Fantaisie Elegiaque by Fernando Sor (1778 - 1839). Sor’s last respects 

to Charlotte Beslay, one of his students, a dear friend of him, that died in childbirth. Marcione 

told an elaborate story about the relationship of Sor and Beslay, the rumours around the fact 

that she was in labour and the reflection of their relationship in the last measures of the 

piece, a pattern around mi-sol, which means My Sunshine in Spanish, a clear sign 

concerning Sor’s feelings about it. 

He started to play. Well, I could forget all that he had played before on this evening and I 

gladly did. I heard a musician and sensitive person that had lived through the emotion of the 

piece and did not hold back in expressing it. It was a clear message, it did touch me deep 

inside. It became a piece that told a beautiful story in its sadness about the goodbye and its 

nostalgia concerning the good times that they shared. Up to and including the last measures 

that were marked in the score by Sor with Charlotte Adieu!

Mi-Sol, Querida! 

For me, this piece was Marchione’s concert. Marvellous! The audience appeared to agree 

with me. 

With a romantic arrangement of a piece by Robert Schumann (1810 - 1856), this first 

evening concert came to an appropriate end. 

Lounge Concert Samuel Mok 

After the evening concert, the Lounge is the place to be for music and a pleasant time. It’s a 

perfect location for small concerts and spontaneous musical expression of all kinds. 

The first Lounge concert was for Samuel Mok, a guitarist that originates from Hong Kong. He 

is one of the organisers of the Hong Kong International Guitar Festival. He took off with a 

well-played Prelude and Fuge by who else than Johann Sebastian Bach. I found his second 

piece the most interesting, a Homage to Hong Kong in which he mixed traditional Chinese 

music with Western harmonies, exactly what is happening in this metropole on the South 

Chinese Sea today. 

After the concert, I had a choice between a drink and a chat, or a visit to the Guitar Cinema 

of Samuel Klemke. Here you could watch silent movies with active guitar accompaniment by 

Samuel, just like it used to be in the old cinemas. 

This time I stuck to a drink and a chat. So good to see an old friend again! 

Composers Competition 

The Guitar Festival Nordhorn has a competition that hides itself in mystery from all curious 

glances by festival participants. Nevertheless, the rumour of last year’s Composer’s 

Competition (that was the first time) had spread and yielded again a number of submissions 

this year, sixteen to be precise. 
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The composers submit their work on paper. Again, I saw jury members, Annette Kruisbrink, 

Thomas Peperkamp and Jim ten Boske, stalking around with mysterious binders. They 

assess the compositions concerning soundscape, structure and originality. Quite a 

challenge, because they have to imagine the music from the scores. 

I guess that it has been some midnight oil burning for them, because they were also active 

jury members of the daytime competitions. After serious consideration, they declared 

Konstantin Vassiliev the winner (not before Sunday evening) with the prize of a recording of 

his composition and publication by a renowned music publisher. 

Day Two 

Alexei Belousov 

Preliminaries Competition Professionals 

40 participants! This number echoed a few times in my ears. Quick calculation: 6 x 40 

minutes playing time, 2 x 40 minutes setup time, 6 x 6 minutes break to enable the jury 

members to recover. 356 minutes, almost six hours! It was not surprising that the 

preliminaries started at eleven AM sharp! 
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I was glad that I brought in my lunch box and bottles of water, I would be in on my reporter 

stand the same time as the jury. Logical consequence is that this article will be the longest of 

the report. 

The first candidate Leo Sörlin appeared smartly dressed in black. Because he kept his mouth 

shut during his entry (which is a violation of the competition rules, announcement is 

compulsory, item 7 from the competition regulations), I was glad that I had a list of 

participants. He took off with something Bolero-like that sounded reasonably smooth and 

relaxed. His second piece was Spanish too, by the sound of it, but it was not by Rodrigo (one 

of the popular competition composers). 

I always look for interesting statistics in the preliminaries. This year, I concentrated on the 

outfit of the artists (inspired by Mr. Strand), appearances also count. I will use the code DIB

(Dressed in Black) if the artist appears in conventional style. Other colours will get a livelier 

description. 

Niels Pfeffer (DIB) relieved Sörlin with a movement from the Sonata by Antonio Jose (1902 -

1936). His start was rather abrupt, I could not recognise the piece right away. The main 

challenge of the lengthy Sonata is to bring clarity in the story of the various themes, 

unfortunately this got “snowed under”. Fair enough, in the last reprisals of the theme, Pfeffer 

hit the mark much better.  

Yifei Pei (in a fashionable grey suit) surprised us with the Mozart Variations Op. 9 by 

Fernando Sor. I had not heard this piece on competitions for ages. The player chose a 

careful approach with a clear theme and curt and brisk virtuosity, which slightly affected the 

dynamics of the piece. 

Eric Meier (DIB) brought in three pieces, starting with The Earl of Essex Galliard by John 

Dowland (1563 - 1626). He played Dowland with a capo on the third fret, a bit jerky at times, 

but he had a consistent approach in the various themes. I did not get the names of his next 

pieces, the second one was a well-played lovely melody, he played it a little too held-back. 

The third piece was a tough theme/variation set with awkward chords. Nice sound, bad luck 

that he slipped in the progress. 

Eugen Treichel (DIB) played En los Trigales by Joaquin Rodrigo (1901 - 1999) and a piece 

by Sylvius Leopold Weiss (1687 - 1750). Rodrigo got a flying start with the emphasis on the 

melody on the bass strings. Even though the piece is suitable for this approach, I did miss a 

bit of elegance. Weiss was played sharply in a tight tempo. In my opinion Treichel should 

have added more phrasing, it would have benefited the breath of the piece. 

Mikkel Lynggaard (DIB) strove for the finals with a few movements from the Cello Suite BWV 

995 by Johann Sebastian Bach. Unfortunately, this time Bach manifested himself as a killer 

with hell on stage. After the Prelude things got much better although the voicing could have 

been a little more transparent. 

After the (first) break, the ball was for Tim Beattie (Blue outfit with a tasteful purple breast 

pocket hanky). Two movements from a Sonate by Leo Brouwer. Up till now, I found Beattie’s 
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performance the most convincing, even though… well, this Sonata is not my favourite piece. 

The sections I did like, however, were well-performed. 

Khristina Vǻrlid (dressed in fashionable green) is an old acquaintance on the festival, she 

has participated for a few years now, and showed considerable progress each time. She 

played The Old Lime Tree from Forest Paintings by Konstantin Vassiliev. Even though Vǻrlid 

played with an interesting dynamic approach and an excellent tone, I did not experience 

contact with the music itself, the composition was not my cup of tea. 

Antero Pellikka (DIB) appeared on earlier festivals as well. This year he had a double role as 

partner of the Svinnish Guitar Duo in the yesterday competition. Today he played Muerte del 

Angel by Astor Piazzolla. He took off with an imaginative intro (Piazzolla would have liked it) 

and entered the Tango in a straight tempo. The balance of the lyrical section was excellent 

and the risks taken by the player added to the performance. Finals-star from me! 

Edwin Alserda (Blue Jeans+Black) stepped up with a more conventional repertoire, an 

Allemande by Johann Sebastian Bach and Etude Nr. 1 (a la Bach) by Heitor Villa-Lobos 

(1887 - 1959). As far as I know this was the first VL piece of these preliminaries. Alserda 

played Bach introvertly, yet a bit careless. The tempo of the Villa-Lobos Etude was too quiet, 

which affected the overall musical idea of the piece. 

Julia Trintschuk (DIB) appeared with two pieces that she has recorded on CD recently, a 

movement from Sonata Giocosa by Joaquin Rodrigo and Le Carnaval de Venise, the in 

Holland well-known Mijn Hoed, die heeft drie Deuken by Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806 - 1856). 

I really liked her performance of Rodrigo: accurate play, virtuosity well executed and the 

sound not to too harsh. With Carnaval de Venise, she left out the intro (to gain some time, 

there was only 6 minutes of playing time) and kept up the tempo for the rest. I marked her for 

the Finals too! 

Bert Koether (aha, Dressed in Blue) put his money on Fantaisie Hongroise by Johann 

Kaspar Mertz. His performance sounded rather unpolished and I had the impression that the 

tuning of the guitar needed some correction. I am a votary of Mertz’ music, yet this 

performance did not add to the love. 

Time for the break and a hasty meatball at the bar. The atmosphere in the concert hall 

started to heat up a bit, yet we were not even halfway through! 

The first one after the break: Ouverture by Georg Friedrich Händel (1685 - 1759), played by 

Mikko Zibbulski (DIB). A genuine piece of Baroque, looong thrills. Neatly played, yet it did not 

particularly catch me. I guess that I do not really like Händel’s music. 

Oskar Strukiel-Piotrowski (Dressed in Blue) sang a different tune with a Fantasie after an aria 

from Norma by Vicenzio Bellini. I guess that this was a work by Johann Kaspar Mertz, the 

guy has a patent to opera arrangements. I heard a transparent, virtuoso and pleasurable of 

opera drama right from the Teatro alla Scala. If I had a say in the matter: finalist! 

Toon Spiessens (Dressed in Blue) wanted to reach the finals with Nights in Tunisia by Dizzy 

Gillespie (1917 – 1993) in a complex arrangement by Roland Dyens (1955 - 2016). A 
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remarkable piece with legato intro, jazzy interludes and a touch of percussion. Smooth 

performance, nice effects. 

Takuya Okamoto (DIB) hit the stage with a conventional and well-prepared programme, 

Prelude from BWV 998 by Johann Sebastian Bach and the famous and notorious Etude 12

by Heitor Villa Lobos. For the Prelude the player put a capo on the first fret and made a well-

phrased serene performance. What about the Villa Lobos Etude? Interesting and not bad 

indeed! 

GIan Marco Ciampa (Dressed in Black with Grey Shades) presented a Fantasie by Johann 

Kaspar Mertz. His playing style appealed to me, a touch of Mediterranean in combination 

with a hint of drama. That’s a different way to approach a Hungarian! 

Mateusz Kowalski (DIB) played a piece that I had never heard before. Original! The piece 

was The Sor Variations by Sergio Assad. The theme was a well-known study by Fernando 

Sor, the variations were of all kinds and definitely the good ones! Fun variations in sound, 

harmony, rhythm with a virtuoso Brazilian dance in the end. Surprising! As far I am 

concerned, it’s a finals star. 

Almost half the programme had passed. I did like a little break indeed, because I noticed a 

decrease in my concentration level. I understand what the jury members are experiencing. A 

bite of currant bun, a drink of water and pleasant company help me on the road again. 

Leo Zeijl (DIB) got himself comfortable with a Sonata by Domenico Scarlatti (1685 - 1757). 

My thoughts lingered a bit in history: Would the Portuguese princess Maria Barbara, 

Scarlatti’s student, really have played all 555 Sonatas? In that case she was a skilful player 

indeed! Back to the subject, Zeijl had an ingenious guitar stand that was attached at the back 

of the instrument by means of sucking cups. The Sonata, well it was not perfect, but the 

player recovered well from the setbacks. 

Silvan de Smit (DIB) let fly with Allegro from BWV 998 by Johann Sebastian Bach and 

Madronos by Federico Moreno Torroba (1891 - 1982). With Bach, the player took off much 

too fast, as a listener I missed the clear voicing and the piece became a bit of a sound-mash. 

On the other hand, Madronos had a few passionate passages that were played much too 

sweet. Fortunately, the intention became clear in the last section of the piece. 

Florent Aillaud (DIB) triggered a nice memory with me, playing Sinfonia from Partita Nr. 2 

BWV 826 by Johann Sebastian Bach 

Maybe it’s a bit of sacrilege, but the pop-version of this piece helped me to get interested in 

the original repertoire. The pop-version appeared on the album 00.00.04 by the Dutch pop 

group Ekseption with a main role for the fat bass line of an ARP2600 synthesizer. I almost 

missed the jazzy interlude on the phased piano! 

Aillaud did play some of the sharp tone of the Prelude that I remember from the Ekseption 

track. Then he quickly entered the swing with a nice voicing and an agile reaction on a small 

slip in the last phrase. I immediately added a finals star! 
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Henrik Hollström (DIB) was a bit hasty, unpacking his guitar looked a bit frantic. His mood 

appeared a less optimal start for En los Trigales van Joaquin Rodrigo. Initially his approach 

was quite reluctant, it was not before the middle section that he played how he initially 

intended.  

Ilse Hoekstra (DIB) continued the classical dress. Anyway, it’s about the playing, isn’t it? 

Sevillana by Joaquin Turina (1882 -1949). She developed quite some power after a reluctant 

start. The piece was not quite coherent, the phrases seemed to be disconnected and the 

arpeggio did not convince me. 

Alberto Rodriguez (DIB) appeared in the fray with a movement from Sonate by Manuel 

Ponce (1882 - 1948). I am not sure about the cause, the piece babbled on without a healthy 

musical development.  

; -) It is quite possible that I started to show signs of exhaustion and just did not hear it! The 

break came at the right time! 

Noortje Vredeveld (DIB) played from Renaissance to Romantic Era. First the well-known 

Fantasia X by Alonso de Mudarra (1510 - 1580) (yes, the one with Ludovico’s harp), followed 

by a Romanza from Bardenklänge by Johann Kaspar Mertz. She played the Fantasia with 

capo on the second fret, her performance was clear and transparent in voicing, perfect for 

this piece! She played the Romanza nice and freely, yet the melody stayed behind a bit in 

the balance. 

Peter Graneis (DIB) was up. He played a Fantasia by Georg Philipp Telemann (1681 - 1767) 

and a piece by Vicente Asencio (1908 - 1979). Telemann became a joyfully dancing swing, 

Asencio enthusiastically virtuoso. Finals-star! 

Yevgen Shtepa (dressed in grey if I remember correctly) hedged his bets, as a guitarist with 

the Domra player (he won the ensemble competition with her) and here as a soloist. Two 

pieces, Twilight by Toru Takemitsu (1930 – 1996) and the first movement from the Sonata 

Facile by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 - 1791), obviously on the guitar! I remember this 

popular piano piece from the time that my wife Erna was playing the piano passionately. 

Twilight became a sketch with soft brush strokes with a structure that appeared hard to follow 

at times.  Sonata Facile was straightforward and joyfully quick, even though affected by a 

little bit of haste. 

Marine Bouttier (DIB with shades of grey) appeared with a piece by Joaquin Turina. I could 

not hear the title very well, yet the piece resembled a Fandango. Her approach was powerful, 

yet the tempo… slower than I liked to hear. 

Oleskii Korolkov (DIB) started remodelling the stage with a grim expression on his face, he 

wanted to use the piano stool that was hidden far away behind, yes, the piano. It took quite a 

while, well, I guess that the jury had not started the stopwatch yet. Two quite virtuoso pieces, 

a Capriccio by Mauro Giuliani and Ultimo Tremolo by Augustin Barrios (1885 - 1944). He 

played Capriccio a bit shrilly in its virtuosity with a slightly clipped staccato. In Ultimo Tremolo

he showed a more romantic approach, yet unfortunately at times with a shrill tone as well. 
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Break, break again! I had to admit that I was becoming tired out, I was less concentrated on 

the quality of the players. Even worse, I started to become irritated if I did not like the play 

that much. That’s not good. I do hope that the jury has more endurance. Eight more 

candidates to go. 

Wassue Putaisopon (DIB) appeared with a Sonata by Niccolo Paganini (1782 - 1840). A 

sweet melody that brought some joyful atmosphere. Unfortunately, the quick variations 

became a bit sloppy, the famous tension between virtuosity and control. 

Kristian del Cantero (DIB) appeared to be a left-handed guitarist. Unusual! As a spectator, I 

got quite a different view on the guitar, funny. Anyway, his bridge to the finals would be 

Fantaisie Hongroise by Johann Kaspar Mertz (I must say that Mertz is quite popular this 

year!) Del Cantero at times left too much time between the phrases, causing the coherency 

of the piece to falter. In the last section he found it back. 

Dorian Demeny (DIB) dug up Homenaje pour Le Tombeau de Debussy by Manuel de Falla 

and concluded his programme with Prelude/Presto from the first lute suite by Johann 

Sebastian Bach. The latter piece brings up some nostalgic memories with me, it presented 

the first Bach sound on the first classical guitar record I ever bought, Bach: Complete Lute 

Music by John Williams from 1975. 

Demeny played Homenaje a bit dull until the middle section. Well, OK, I am not completely 

fair to compare his play to the great performance by Sabrina Vlaskalic, she has gone through 

many years of guitar experience to be able to play this piece that way and this player is only 

at the beginning of this cycle. And Bach? Well, it went neatly. 

Santiago Basante Arias (DIB) performed with two movements from La Catedral by Augustin 

Barrios. He played Andante religiso as it should be played, clearly with a broad line. 

Unfortunately, the Allegro solemne (Spanish for solemn) missed the tight atmosphere and 

turned into a slightly chaotic arpeggio study. Missed opportunity! 

The announcement of Anastasiia Tsarykova (DIB) was so quick, that I did not understand a 

word of it. Soon it appeared that she was playing a contemporary piece with drone bass. A 

remarkable piece with sharp dissonances and chaotic interruptions. One way or the other, 

the player did convince me of her skills, technique and dynamics were excellent. If she 

reaches the finals, however, I hope that she does not plat a piece that completely lets me 

down like this one. 

Emil Vinzens (DIB) did not make himself heard when he announced his two pieces, a 

Serenade by a Russian composer and a piece by Mertz. Well, the Serenade resembled a 

Marche Funèbre with a cold and funereal atmosphere, its final chord was a relief for me. The 

Mertz piece (now I am in doubt if it was a Mertz piece after all) appeared a virtuoso piece of 

knitwear that did not show any reasonable thread. Far from convincing for me! 

Egor Svezhentcev (DIB) made his mind up for the finals with Bagatelles 2 (Lento) and 3 (Alla 

Cubana) by William Walton (1902 - 1983) and Villa Lobos’ Etude 12. A neatly finished 

performance, even the Villa Lobos Etude. 
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The last candidate of the marathon, the player that had to wait the longest time before his 

number was up on stage. Noam Kanter (Dressed in Blue for a change). He announced two 

pieces, I am sorry, the message did not reach me. The look in his eyes reflected the music: 

complicated and chaotic. The piece went on and on and by the looks of it the player was glad 

that the music came to an end. 

I was completely worn out and I guess that the jury knows where I am talking about. Time to 

do some handiwork exercise in the kitchen after being tied to a chair half a day! 

Finally: The dressing statistics: Dressed in Black had an absolute majority. I think that is not 

correct in a Kulturhaus that is called Niet In Het Zwart, Not dressed in Black! I think next time 

the players should get extra points if they appear in clothing that satisfies the name of this 

house. 

Concert Alexei Belousov 

The Russian guitarist and composer Alexei Belousov -who currently lives in Israël- opened 

the Friday evening concert. After two days of festival, the Kulturhaus and in particular the 

concert hall had been heated up considerably, which took a few beads of sweat from the 

player. 

He took off with an old acquaintance that I had not heard for quite a while, Suite Populaire 

Brésilienne by Heitor Villa Lobos, the movements Mazurka Choro and Valsa Choro. The 

clear relation with the music from the streets in Brasil added a touch of sunshine to the 

music. 

He continued with a few Etudes by Heitor Villa Lobos. Hard to play with a clear didactic aim, 

yet not always nice to listen to per se. The technical challenge is the main reason why these 

pieces are played at competitions. 

The next part of Belousov’s programme was dedicated to his own compositions. The 

interesting part is the background information in the announcements, such as the dedication 

of the slightly Latin Hommage that he wrote for a friend that passed away in loneliness 

without family. 

Belousov’s style of composition is varied, one piece is based on Russian folk music, the next 

one gave me the jazzy sound of Chet Baker, he writes in an interesting palette of 

atmospheres, between misty romantic and sharply energetic. 

Belousov finished the concert with two pieces by other composers: Grande Overture by 

Mauro Giuliani and Mistral by Reinhold Westerhede. Playing Giuliani, Belousov showed a 

highly virtuoso piece with the famous opera drama of those days. Mistral appeared to be a 

crowded arpeggio pattern with lots of open strings and a strong tendency towards minimal 

music. 

The audience succeeded in eliciting an encore, a piece that described the story of a dog and 

a feeder in joyful ragtime manner. Easy listening! 
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Concert Alberto Mesirca 

Tonight, Alberto Mesirca performed his role as Musician in Residence of the Kulturhaus 

NIHZ, playing the second part of the Friday evening concert. 

He started his performance in the Renaissance with music by Francesco Canova da Milano 

(1497 – 1543). After thorough research of Da Milano’s manuscripts in Castelfranco Veneto, 

Mesirca has published an interesting collection of his compositions in modern notation. He 

played two Ricercares (fantasias) and the Fantasia La Compagna

Mesirca played the music with a great transparency in voicing, I could follow the complete 

intricate dance of the voices. Fantasia La Compagna got an extra boost because of the 

higher tempo that I heard on the record The Woods so Wild by Julian Bream. 

Onwards tot the Baroque Era with three Sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti, played like only 

Alberto Mesirca can: Thoroughly researched, swinging and faithful to the style and with a 

tremendous suppleness. 

The representative of the Romantic Era became Giulio Regondi (1823 - 1872), Mesirca 

played Introduction and Caprice. A few years ago, Mesirca recorded Regondi’s complete 

guitar works on cd. One thing was clear, this live performance surpassed the cd version! 

The modern time hit the stage via Preludio de las campanas by Leo Brouwer. A quick 

tremolo in combination with sweet flageolets painted an interesting atmosphere! Followed by 

Alberto’s Tango by Marcelo Nisinman, a miraculously pensive melody amidst tango 

caprioles. 

Soon it showed that the pile of sheet music exceeded the carrying capacity of the music 

stand. A few emergency steps by Alberto (; -) he knows how to do it) prevented a paper 

landslide. 

Time for the daring exploit of the performance: Capriccio Diabolico van Mario Castelnuovo 

Tedesco (1895 -1968). I had heard his performance of this piece before, and I frankly admit 

that today it was even more mature and diabolical fast than it used to be! 

With Cubana van Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909), he gave this wonderful concert a worthy 

encore. 

Asturias Vodka Competition and Lounge Fun 

Forty candidates, five finalists. The jury had a tough job with the assessment of the 

presentations in the preliminaries. Resulting in the following finalists: 

1. Takuya Okamoto 

2. Peter Graneis 

3. Florent Aillaud 

4. Yevgen Shtepa 

5. Mateusz Kowalski 
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I guessed only two candidates right this year! Last year it was much better! 

Five finalists and thirty-five guitarists eliminated. That’s quite a disappointment if you are very 

keen on results. The negative effect on the atmosphere after the announcements used to be 

quite noticeable. That’s why there is a bit of diversion for the less optimal atmosphere: The 

Asturias Vodka Competition. 

The idea is quite simple: The first section of Asturias by Albeniz is the compulsory 

competition piece. Every participant plays it under supervision of the jury. If the player 

completes the section without errors, he or she gas to drink a glass of Vodka before the next 

round. If the player does not play correctly, he or she loses the game. 

Ringmaster Alexei Belousov announced the rounds and distributed the glasses of Vodka. 

Two candidates stepped up, one from Belgium and the other -such a coincidence- from the 

district of Asturias in Spain. 

The candidates were equal in the first rounds. In the end, however, the Belgian guy came off 

worst: his tremolo was hampered too much by a tremor alcoholicus. The Asturian won the 

game. 

Needless to say, that the contestants were a bit woozy. The Asturian appeared to be most 

alcohol-proof, the Belgian needed the complete Saturday to sleep off his hangover. That was 

possibly caused by the fact that he had already started to take some stiffeners before the 

Vodka competition. 

I must write down a word of warning: This is a clear danger and also a major drawback of 

this “competition”. It was a lucky coincidence that nothing serious happened. If someone 

tumbles off the stairs drunk or lands in hospital in a coma as a consequence of this alcoholic 

competition element, the reputation of the guitar festival is damaged forever. That would be a 

tragedy indeed! 

The Asturias Vodka Competition is a funny concept, yet it should be without an abundance of 

liquor. Maybe it can get a humoristic twist, like playing with gloves or using an extremely dark 

pair of sunglasses to read the scores. Additionally, it would decrease the cost for spirits. 

After the Asturias Vodka Competition, the open stage in the Lounge was free for playing and 

singing. Thus, quite a lot of Spanish and Italian folk songs and famous pop songs came by 

for singing along by everyone! Splendid atmosphere! 
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Masterclasses 

Samuel Klemke 

I had studied four pieces for the master classes, two Romantic by Jose Ferrer and two 

contemporary by Annette Kruisbrink. 

The first day of the festival was a relaxed start for me. My first master class, with Samuel 

Klemke, started after lunch, so I could acclimatize and catch up in a quiet tempo before. 

Besides solo-, duo- and ensemble guitarist, Samuel Klemke is busy with movie projects. He 

has been a valued guest and a good friend with the events of Kulturhaus NIHZ. 

I put Danza de los Nayades by Jose Ferrer on the stand, a nice piece of salon music with an 

intro, mazurka-like theme and an elegant dance in the major key of the piece, followed by the 

usual Da Capo and a little “extro”. 

The musical idea was OK, a few technical corrections were necessary. That’s some work for 

me before I can record the piece! 

Eric Lammers 

At my master class with Eric Lammers I played Don’t give Up by Annette Kruisbrink. 

Currently it is my mantra-piece against autumn melancholy. 
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 [ ; -) The master class was quite early! A perfect opportunity to enjoy the young spring sun 

on my way to Nordhorn] 

After I played the piece for the first time, Eric Lammers appeared to be a sensitive teacher 

with a clear approach and analysis who explained his point in a relaxed and pleasant way. 

This resulted in an interesting relaxation exercise and practice in memorising positions. The 

exercises in playing the right hand without using the left hand for practice of the right hand 

“fingering” were interesting too. 

The piece benefited from it! 

Arne Harder 

For this master class, I prepared my second piece by Jose Ferrer: Serenata Espanola. 

This master class was mainly dedicated to technical aspects. The counting could be better in 

some passages, and some emphasis had to be removed from the ornaments. It remains a 

challenge to play ornamentation in an impromptu manner. 

Relaxation is a permanent point of attention for me. It showed a bit from the posture of my 

wrist. Well, changing things like that cannot be done in an hour, so I got the sense of 

disability that did not help relaxation at all. I just let it go for this occasion.  

As a surprise, I came across Eric Lammers’ relaxation exercises again. ; -) There is 

commonality! 

Grigory Novikov 

I took a Prelude by Annette Kruisbrink with me on Sunday’s master class. This is a piece that 

took me quite some time to imagine the story behind it. The remarks by Grigory Novikov 

helped me imagining the story and brought some nice little tricks to plat the forte more 

powerful. 
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Dag Drie 

Jan Bartlema 

The Guitars by Sergey Samoilov 

The Russian luthier Sergey Samoilov provides the guitar that is the first prize of the Cat. 1 

competition. With help of Alexei Belousov as interpreter, he held a lecture on his instruments. 

Help of an interpreter was an excellent idea, because a foreign language (English in this 

case) may be a barrier if you want to speak about all details of your passion. Thus, he told an 

enthusiastic story in Russian, followed by Belousov’s deliberate English. 

Sergey Samoilov characterizes himself as a traditional luthier, in the style of Torres, and he 

uses natural materials for building. So, no glass fiber braces. He builds adapted Torres 

guitars with less top braces to give the top mote opportunity for vibration. 

Samoilov prefers traditional woods for building, Rosewood (Brazilian if available, or 

Malagasian) and Spruce or Cedar for the top. He is a great fan of Spruce from the cold 

northern side of the Caucasus. Because the grain is denser (as a consequence of the cold 

climate) the tops become stiffer with greater dynamic capability. 
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He presented interesting theories about woodworking, how to deal with saw-cuts, growth 

rings and distances in the grain. Cutting wood in the wrong way decreases the life span of a 

guitar.  

For gluing, Samoilov uses “old-fashioned” bone glue, made from fish or rabbit bones. As a 

consequence, the gluing process is slow and requires accuracy, because the glue does not 

harden very quickly. Quick-setting synthetic glues are out of the question for him, because 

the traditional glues create sturdy bonds and fill up the joints better, the end result is 

smoother. 

His finishing is a mixture of tradition (Shellac, French Polish) and contemporary materials 

(thin synthetic finishing). He applies multiple layer finishing, using a time consuming yet 

accurate polishing method for each layer. The combination of finishing for top and sides is 

important, because the finish partly determines the acoustic capabilities of the guitar. 

He built his first guitar in 2010. 

I was curious about guitar maintenance and I asked a few questions. Samoilov confirmed 

part of the hints that I got from the luthier Bert Kwakkel when I collected my guitar. Applying 

cooked linseed oil to the fingerboard from time to time and polishing the top with 

camphorated spirits. For the sides and back he uses a kind of wax-oil (I still got my little 

bottle of Dunlop 65 for that). 

Sergey Samoilov clearly showed that he knows what guitar building is about, and that he 

constructs his instruments with love, passion and skill. I think that the competition winner will 

get a great guitar! 

Competition Youngsters up to 15 

On the Saturday afternoon we have two competitions, Cat. 3 (youngsters up to 15 years of 

age) and Cat. 2 (older youngsters, from 16 years up to retirement age ; -)). Obviously, a jury 

is present. 

Jury briefing is part of the game. Bobby explained the jury members how to fill in and submit 

the assessment forms, explained the GFA assessment system that was used and pointed 

out the calculation method. For security, an extra jury member was available. 

After the briefing, the audience was allowed to enter. Cat. 3 usually has a large attendance of 

family members, I saw quite a number of proud parents and grandparents coming in. 

The first participant appeared to be absent. So, Tom Völlink could start the ball rolling. First 

with an Andante with Spanish mood by an unknown composer. With visible concentration he 

worked his way along tricky spots. His second piece was the famous Andante by Fernando 

Carulli. An abbreviated version with middle section, yet without Da Capo. Joyful classics! 

Niklas Klop showed an excellent stage presentation and played all pieces by heart. His start 

was an Estudio by Francisco Tarrega, an arpeggio study with vibrato on the well-highlighted 

melody. The first three Estudios Sencillos by Leo Brouwer formed the second part of his 
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performance. Number One had the right dynamics in the bass line. Number Two was 

dreamy, yet it should have been played with a little more legato. Number Three had the 

sturdy bass line again. 

Lass Unke appeared with a Ghiribizzo by Niccolo Paganini, to be specific the arrangement of 

la ci darem la mano from Don Giovanni by Mozart. He made it a brave performance and 

caught the tricky high notes in the middle section well. Some playful strokes gave the repeat 

of the theme a nice variation. He finished with Estudio Scencillo Nr. 1 by Leo Brouwer. His 

difference between loud and quiet was OK, yet a bit too subtle for the powerful performance 

that you expect with this piece. 

Michelle Hering played the same pieces as Lasse Unke, so we could compare a bit. She 

played Estudio Scencillo Nr. 1 by Leo Brouwer with more accents in the bass line. The 

Ghiribizzo was much more transparent, even though the melody line would benefit from a 

little more legato. 

Jule de Vries, last year’s youngest participant, had grown (literally and figuratively, last year 

she was smallest). She played Estudio Scencillo Nr. 1 van Leo Brouwer with other accents 

and considerably quieter. An approach that has its own right. Her last piece was a Spanish 

melody in which she showed some haste in the scale passages. Taking time, that’s the 

challenge. 

It was time for the Best Dressed Guitarist of this round, his best bib and tucker! He started 

with Lagrima by Francisco Tarrega, a piece that becomes awkward because everyone 

knows it. He had a sensitive approach for the melody notes, played contrast in the middle 

sections and took the time for the last notes well. His second trump was a Prelude by Morris, 

a slightly contemporary piece. The performance was a bit set-back, even though he made 

the idea of the piece clear. 

The stage was for Kevin Wiesner, last year’s winner. This time he achieved what the 

participants of the yesterday Asturias Vodka Competition could not: a complete performance 

of Asturias by Isaac Albeniz. It appeared a challenge and a heavy concentration exercise. 

Wiesner played the piece with spirit. In my opinion the middle section was too loud, it 

required more subtlety in general. 

Marie Wolf hit the stage with an elegant gesture and a wonderful smile and clearly claimed 

her spot. Malaguena became a neat and clear performance. Playing the second piece, it 

appeared that she had brought in another instrument: her voice! It was a nice and clear song 

with effective guitar accompaniment. Two Andantes by Fernando Carulli made the 

conclusion to her performance. The first one went straight ahead, in the second one she 

remained faithful to the style of the era. 

All of a sudden someone appeared who apparently had forgotten the time of arrival on stage. 

It was Toni Lepke that should have played a few rounds before. Or was there an error in the 

programme? 

Anyway, he played a slightly contemporary piece by a certain Juliana [I did not understand 

het last name], a ballad with a nice melody-arpeggio pattern. Transparently played! 
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The last candidate was up: Jasper ten Koppel. I got the impression that the programme had 

been mixed up a bit, even though it is also possible that my notes were a bit chaotic on that 

point. He played three pieces by Jan Bartlema, nice accessible music with a contemporary 

touch, Honey, Sweet Dissonances and Sweety. The first piece was a correct representation 

of its name, the second went a light jazzy way and the last piece resembled rock. 

In the last piece, Ten Koppel came across a situation that every musician on stage has met: 

a clear discrepancy between expectation and reality. He was quite hard on himself after 

playing slips and errors, ; -) the emotions that he expressed verbally (some people would 

characterize it as taking God’s name in vain) were a clear sign of passion for his instrument. 

Competition Older Youngsters (: -)) 

Cat. 2 ; -) Older Youngsters! And Youthful Oldies. In brief, every amateur guitarist older than 

16 years that wants to join in. 

Tanja Vermeeren, one of the loyal veterans in this competition, started her performance with 

an extensive explanation about the piece that she was going to play, Gavota Chôro from the 

Suite Populaire Brésilienne by Heitor Villa Lobos. A good chat about the piece requires as 

much preparation as the piece itself! She played the combination of the almost rural 2/4 

measure of the French Gavotte with the Brasilian melody colours in an interesting way, yet it 

was a challenge to maintain the easy-going atmosphere throughout the piece. She played on 

bravely and did not get stuck in the problems that she met on the way. 

The next candidate Corine Binnekamp, handsomely dressed in Irish green, played her debut 

in this competition with Fall of the Leafe by Martin Peerson (1571 - 1651). She did not forget 

the announcement either and recounted why she had chosen the piece and what was 

special about it. A pleasant variation on announcements that cover composers and style 

periods only. The title already suggested it, it was a piece with a clear melancholy à la John 

Dowland. She played the three themes with divisions coherently and seemed to be surprised 

that she was at the end of the piece, ; -) as if she had wanted to play on for a while. 

Last year, Dylan Prentner played in this competition and was just beaten by Nandini Sudhir. 

This year he made another try with Allemande BWV 1002 by Johann Sebastian Bach and 

Tiento Antiguo by Joaquin Rodrigo. His start with Allemande was really convincing, but alas, 

Bach for the umpteenth time showed himself to be a killer (I witnessed that on many 

competitions…), causing a complete memory lapse with the player. Prentner, however, did 

not allow himself to get discouraged and won back the lost territory with Tiento Antiguo. He 

played a nicely flowing arpeggio, took good care of his tone and told a story with his play. 

Diana Belfor had seen the stage of this competition before as well. She opened with the 

Preludes Endecha and Oremus by Francisco Tarrega and played a Rodrigo piece as the last 

one. She performed the Tarrega Preludes as they were conceived, Endecha with sad 

tenderness and Oremus with the drama of an endless goodbye. The piece by Rodrigo (with 

the characteristic wide stretches) appeared a challenge, but she won confidence in the last 

themes. 
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Ivar Bo was the last candidate. He clearly showed the contents of his programme, because 

his scorebook enthusiastically showed the title Play Piazzolla, a collection of arrangements of 

Piazolla’s tangos by Gary Ryan. Ivar Bos made a sound introduction with the first tango and 

developed an own approach with a stable rhythm and a brisk pulse. The second tango was 

much more brooding and featured a sad melody. Well, what the Argentine Tango is all 

about? La Vida… Ivar Bos hit the right string. 

An interesting group of contestants, this time. Up to the jury to value their performances! 

Concert Jan Bartlema 

Traditionally the evening concert on the Saturday opens with the prize-giving for the Cat. 2 

and 3 competitions. 

The winner of Cat. 3 was Jasper ten Koppel. Besides his good play he was lucky that the jury 

valued his somewhat passionate expression of disappointment the right way! Toni Lepke 

was second, Marie Wolf proudly took the third place. 

With Cat. 2, Dylan Prentner was the appropriate winner with his perseverance and a well-

played Tiento. Diana Belfor took the second place and Ivar Bos closed the ranks of the prize 

winners. 

The guitarist/composer Jan Bartlema played a guitar that was built by Sergei Samoylov. It 

was interesting to experience the sound of one of the sisters of the prize guitar. 

He made a romantic start with Gavota al estilo antiguo by Augustin Barrios. Nice easy 

flowing music. Then he inserted a moment of peace, Oracion para todos, Prayer for 

Everyone, by Barrios as well. That piece was a lovely song, in my mind it had the sound of a 

love song, with excursions on the complete fingerboard. 

We remained in the atmosphere of meditation with, as far as I am concerned, one of the 

highlights of this concert: Prière Nr. 1 by Bartlema himself. This piece hit a tender spot with 

me, it was an elegy that developed from a folk song-like theme in harmonics to a profound 

emotional plea. This is beautiful praying indeed and I do hope that the prayer was answered. 

The next day, I asked Jan Bartlema after the backgrounds of the composition and he told me 

that the prayer had been heard. 

Fantasy Caprice, in fact that’s a double fantasy. A warm Latin-ballad in arpeggio with light 

contemporary sound. Its sound made Samoylov’s guitar flourish. 

Berceuse by Atanas Ourkouzounov appeared to be a lullaby, yet by its sad atmosphere I 

was wondering which nature of sleep was given voice to. Beautifully played. Caprice on an 

Orthodox Chant by the same composer puzzled me. The traditional religious theme was well-

hidden in violent sound that at times completely confounded the peace of the song. 

El Carbonerito by Ernesto Cordero started as a children’s song in pizzicato. Then it took 

every possible course, also the nice ones, judging the humorous flageolet variation. 
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The music by Pieter van der Staak (1930 – 2007), one of Bartlema’s teachers, was not 

absent in this concert, Bartlema played the waltzes Maria Simeone and Bellefleur. The first 

piece was a sweet easy-going melody with the atmosphere of a Venezuelan waltz. Bellefleur

brought an almost circus-like mood with the characteristics of a French Musette. 

The last piece, Mistral by Reinhold Westerheide. I already heard the piece in yesterday;s 

preliminaries. I frankly admit that Bartlema’s version sounded much better in the musical and 

dynamical sense, an interesting implementation of minimal music.  

A beautiful concert that invited me to buy Bartlema’s compositions as a score. Homework for 

this year! 

Concert Grigory Novikov 

After the break, the stage was the domain of Grigory Novikov. This time Sergei Samoylov’s 

prize guitar got a playing-in round to surprise the audience. 

The first piece was The Legend of Hagaromo by Keigo Fuji, a composition that is based on 

an ancient Japanese folk story. On the bank of the river, a fisherman finds a set of wings that 

appears to belong to an angel-girl that is bathing in the river, she took off her wings to 

prevent them from getting wet. The fisherman falls in love with the girl and keeps the wings, 

despite her pleas to give them back, without wings she cannot return to heaven. Thus, she is 

more or less forced to marry him. Despite the fisherman’s cunning trick, the both of them do 

achieve a loving relationship. As a consequence, at the end of her life, the fisherman 

understands that love ought to be free and gives the wings back, letting her free to return to 

heaven. That is the ultimate release: Give back your Angel her wings. In the story, his 

sacrifice is not in vain, because after his death they meet again. 

A long introduction to an impression: Perfectly played magical sounds that spontaneously 

invoke a story in my mind with an emotional and moving highlight at the moment that the 

angel spread her wings after all these years and flew away. It was a piece that drew me in 

completely. 

The music travelled to Easter-Europe with Carpathian Dance van Anatoly Shevchenko. 

Animated caprioles on a folk-dance theme. 

Johann Kaspar Mertz got quite a share in the concert with Elegie, Fingalshöhle and Fantaisie 

Hongroise. The Elegie became a marvellously played sparkling jewel, Fingalshöhle got the 

correct speed for an exciting chase, yet Fantaisie Hongroise was a bit too fast and too hasty 

in my opinion. 

After the romantic onslaught, it was time for a funny little piece titled Little Detective. A 

humoristic parody on a movie sound track including pursuit, shootout and a touch of romance 

that usually forms the end of a James Bond movie!  

The music by Sergei Rudnev concluded the concert, three pieces formed a tender and 

melancholic portrait with a clear relation with the Russian folk song. 
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Great concert! Skilled guitarist and a joyful and entertaining presentation. Pleasant listening 

Lounge Concert Fabian Freesen 

When I first met Fabian Freesen in 2008 on the first day of the Twente Guitar Festival near 

the little statue of the violinist at the entry of the Artez-Bunker, I could not fathom the direction 

that his career would take. It is good to see that history progresses the right way too! 

Freesen played a mini-programme in the Lounge. First Asturias van Isaac Albeniz, briskly 

and well finished play in the corner movements, sweet, sad and songful in the middle 

section. He did not need a drop of Vodka for that, unlike the gentlemen the day before. 

Fabian Freesen had agreed to execute part of the prize of last year’s composer’s 

competition: Live performance of the winning composition Aedh laments the Loss of Love by 

Richard Vaughan. Let’s start with the quotation of the poem that is included in the score as 

well: 

Pale brows, still hands and dim hair, 

I had a beautiful friend 

And dreamed that the old despair 

Would end in love in the end: 

She looked in my heart one day 

And saw your image was there; 

She has gone weeping away. 

It’s the poem with the same name by the Irish poet William Butler Yeats (1865-1939). Almost 

an Irish folk song about Love of Nevermore, one partner dreams that friendship will turn into 

love, the other scares away and is sad that the friendship cannot remain under this stress. 

The atmosphere of the piece fits perfectly to the poem and Fabian Freesen expressed this 

excellently. 

His third piece was Milonga del Angel by Astor Piazzolla. It brought me some nostalgic 

memories of the very first Twente Guitar Festival in 2006 (I still remember the pleasant chaos 

of the competitions at that occasion) where Jolanda Diehlman won the amateur competition 

with this piece. 

With a powerful performance of Tango by Astor Piazzolla, Freesen took his performance to a 

good finish. I must say I did not see that he got his traditional box of Mozartkugeln (quite 

strong marzipan chocolates) for the artist. 

The end of the Lounge concert became the start of the musical recreation. In this way we 

heard Italian songs, La Paloma, jazzy songs, folk in DGAD tuning and a bit of Opera. I’ll write 

more about that in the next section! 
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Opera (Night 3) 

Last year I had a fortunate encounter with Corine at the festival that motivated me to start 

writing stories again after five years of blank paper. One of the first stories I wrote was about 

an impression of the performance of Nocturnal after John Dowland by Benjamin Britten, 

played by Marcin Dylla at the last evening of Guitar Festival Nordhorn 2016, against the 

background of the paintings of Blandine van Noordt. 

Again, this year, I will describe a festival impression in a little story under the title Opera. With 

many thanks to Corine for her thorough review and editorial efforts plus some nice 

suggestions!  

The Story 

Saturday Night. Kulturhaus NIHZ in Nordhorn, aprés concert. 

Participants and listeners are pouring out the concert hall, on their way to refreshments after 

two sessions of guitar music. The hall is still warm of presence and excitement. They 

descend the stairs to the Lounge, because the bar on the bar on the ground floor has closed 

already. High spirits all around, lively conversation in many languages. Here you can learn 

how to order beer in Warsaw or Hong Kong. 

I let myself carried along the stream at a slow pace. In my head musical fragments are 

dancing around, quite a lot of joyful ones, yet a few that are mourning and plodding on 

towards the silence after extinction. Fragments of allegro and adagio, acarezzévole and 

apassionata, together with dolente and doloroso.
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I am looking round. The hall is semidark, the light of the spots veiled. The audience is gone, 

yet the sound is still around. Echoes of flageolets. 

My hackles react to the memory.  Prière… Beautiful piece! It starts like an echo that is caught 

in crystal and develops, becomes louder, into a plea, a profound prayer. It calls in despair, a 

cry for an answer. Very subtle, hidden in a sharp dissonant. 

I wonder if the prayer was answered… 

Outside some birds are chattering. I hear wingbeats. A strong emotion forces itself on me. An 

old Japanese story in music, the Legende of Hagamoro. About an angel that was bound to 

the earth by a fisherman because he held her wings after falling in love with her. After a life 

of loving he finally understood that love is leaving free and letting go as well, so he gave her 

back her wings. That moment of liberation, letting go, the space it provided, it was so intense. 

The angel inside me awoke and mourned her fate. 

In the outside world I do not permit my emotions to express themselves that quickly, I have 

got defences that keep them inside successfully. In this place however, art and music touch 

my strings that would be stiff and stubborn outside and almost unable to resonate. Here 

emotions touch much deeper than would be possible with a quick evening concert at the end 

of a busy working day. 

I walk down to the Lounge. Aha, Open Stage! An old man sits down, picks up the guitar and 

strums the first chords with his weathered hands. The sound is pure, almost raw in its 

simplicity. His voice is characteristic, a bit creaky, Italian, he passionately sings about love 

and death. The singing carries me away from the Lounge into a landscape with olive trees, 

small villages under the sun that remain the same forever, with women dressed in red skirts, 

with long black hair and dark eyes that you may succumb to. He sings about love in all its 

aspects, dramatic and sparkling. Yes, the man sings, his eyes glittering if the voices of the 

audience mix with his own. Connection, contact, a touch, a caress, music! 

His joyful lines argue with the shadows in my mind. The music is successful, they start 

waning! My foot starts tapping the rhythm, gradually I start hummin along the well-known 

melody. 

A younger man takes turns with the old Italian singer. He takes the guitar with an affectionate 

gesture; his fingers lightly touch the strings like the caresses of a lover. It’s almost erotic, the 

way he holds the guitar and touches the stings and frets. The man looks at the fingerboard 

and his hands and flexes his body towards the body of the guitar. His long hair waves along 

while he slightly inclines his head. It’s not merely the chords that make the music, all 

movements of the man are drenched in music. He plays his audience, just like the 

troubadours used to delight the royal courts in the old days with ballads about courtly love. 

A woman joins in. Small, slender, long waving hair, her body fit for dance and music, supple 

like brush wood. The guitarist looks at her and smiles. His glance makes a subtle change in 

expression. 
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He strikes up an accompaniment. Sounds familiar. Nineteenth century Opera, a 

characteristic sound. In those days all Europe sang and whistled the arias on the street, 

because the famous La Scala in Milan was out of reach for most people. 

The woman responds to the invitation with an aria, her eyes glittering with the words. Full of 

drama, loaded with longing to the possibly unreachable and unachievable. That is the Opera. 

Potentially she may exist, this all-encompassing love, yet every time there is fate that may 

throw a spanner in the works. 

A fairy tale enfolds in my mind in the same way the ideas for my writing hit like breakers on 

my coast and grow stories from seafoam, just like Aphrodite was born in mythical times. In 

my mind I see a quest for each other’s heart and soul, a travel along an abyss, a battle with 

growling monsters of the past and the future, groping in the dark of the night of the soul. All 

for this ultimate goal, the holy grail of love that you might find with great effort and after a 

travel that sometimes is behind the times.  

Because you just failed to admit her, I remember a story from the dark ages, that is what the 

legend of Parcival teaches us. 

The pair on the podium play the story. Play the Opera. Just playing? No, they are reality. 

With accompaniment and song, they search for each other, caress each other with their 

glances and body language, they make promises. They are a micro cosmos, so completely 

lost in each other. 

Her voice quiets down on a high and long note, the guitar follows with the final chord. The 

audience applauds and cheers. The woman withdraws into the audience. The guitarist 

strikes up other melodies, more joyful, faster, dansant.  

I see another woman in the audience. The music allures her and wipes out her fear for what 

she would not dare to do in the world outside this room. She beckons the opera singer, 

speaks to her with a glance. The other understands and returns the glance with eager joy. 

They move together in the elegant style of dances far across the ocean, their jewellery 

sparkles on their rhythm. With a laugh they make room in the group. The audience claps and 

whistles along.  I recognize her, it is a joy that she does not merely dance her stories on 

paper, but also in the freedom of movement of the Salsa, which clearly makes her happy.  

The fairy tale has come to the conclusion, now the real challenge starts… 

The romantic image connects itself with my recent emotion, it strikes me by surprise. I try to 

shelter from a dark contemplating mood. In vain! A past glamorizes itself and pushes away 

my present like a cloud casting a shadow on a sunny day. 

All of a sudden, I remember the story of the Japanese Stonecutter. The moment that the 

emperor passes by in all his splendour and the stonecutter becomes aware that his own 

existence does not please him at all. It is the same kind of dissatisfaction that the Opera 

fragment invokes in me. I have a sense of melancholy concerning my seemingly blind 

romanticism in the past, when adventure and destination still seemed to shake hands. 
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Melancholy, no regret! Yet it is a patch of fog in a clear sky that hazily obscures the 

sunshine. 

What has gotten into me? 

Every time I have a moment like this. A bit of blues about a daily life that looks a bit dull in 

comparison to what I am experiencing now. 

I remember these moments form the first festival that I ever attended… 

It is just like a long holiday outside the house. A few days in a completely different 

environment shows a sharp contrast with my daily everyday world, this almost dull routine 

that sometimes causes me to lose my drive and to stand still in a kind of frustrated boredom. 

In the meantime, the party on the Open Stage continues. Singing, playing, percussion on the 

Cachón, everybody is joyful. I take a look at my Smartphone. 

Quarter to One! High time for the practical romanticism of living happily everafter… 

Simply said, don’t come home too late, else my Love will get in a fret. 

The car radio plays the melancholic romanticism of Mertz on the guitar. Songs by Schubert, 

Ständchen, Liebesbotschaft, Lob der Tränen. Sighs in the moonlight, a longing glance 

towards the horizon of a glittering endless sea, a melancholic reverie on a churchyard.  

Zum Tode betrȕbt. The typical end of an Opera, a heartless fate. Operas are tragical indeed! 

Would things proceed like that with the Italian and his lover too? I don’t hope so… 

The traffic does not require my full attention, my mind starts wandering. The opera fragment 

of this night keeps haunting me. 

Why do these moments always attract melancholic memories? 

The Angel from the story of Hagaromo. Wings that she has lost, forcing her to stay on the 

ground… 

Don’t we all have a broken-winged Angel in our hearts? 

The Angel that encourages us to be ourselves and to be content with that. The voice of 

dreams and expectations that many people like me do not dare to realise. Her wings, well 

kept in the closet of our fears, preventing her to fly away with our hopes and dreams that she 

speaks about and we are frightened to achieve. 

Who is locking up who? 

Give your Angel her wings back… 

I take a look at the road. Something strange had happened, I do not recognize the 

surroundings right away. Suddenly I realize myself what is wrong: At the Denekamp 
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roundabout I went straight ahead rather that taking the left turn. Now I am heading for the 

pedestrian zone of this village. I am surprised, was I so absent-minded? 

Missed a turn!  

Manoeuvring by intuition along the dark streets brings me outside the village. Still no traffic 

on the road. My thoughts are reeling. The Japanese Stonecutter. In this story a Ghost in a 

Bottle solves his dissatisfaction by fulfilling his wishes. It does not make the stonecutter 

happy. He gets the understanding that his envy on other’s lives and achievements is vain, 

and finally he chooses his own existence again. He learns the lesson and leaves the story a 

happy man. 

My Angel… 

I think about and consider what I am writing, the music I am playing. 

She did not lose her wings at all... 

I consider what and who is inspiring me and sowing stories in my mind. 

My Muse is far from broken-winged!

Hengelo, half past one. The light in the portal is on, a welcome in a house that is almost dark. 

On the stairs I avoid the creaking steps. Quietly I lay down besides my Love in the dark 

sleeping room. She turns, I embrace her and bask in her warmth. 

“Home again!” 

“Mmmmmm…. How was it?” 

“Beautiful. Great concert, brought a lump to my throat…” 

“Good… tell me about it...” 

I tell her this story. Without leaving anything out or hiding my emotions, even though at times 

I cannot find the words to express them. She caresses them back and listens… 

My Angel happily flaps her wings. 
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Day Four 

Hubert Käppel 

Finals Professionals 

The forty participant preliminaries had yielded five finalists that according to tradition would 

measure their strength on the Sunday afternoon. 

Takuya Okamoto had the honour (and the challenge as well) to show his skills and musicality 

first. He appeared with three pieces, a composition by (If I understood correctly) Regino 

Sainz de la Maza (1896 - 1981), Ultimo Tremolo by Augustin Barrios and Rondo Caprice by 

Giulio Regondi. 

The piece by Sainz de la Maza made a good impression, pleasantly phrased and well-

finished in tone. A performance that pleased the audience as well. 

The weird thing about Ultimo Tremolo is that it puts all cards on the table right away, there is 

no emotional preparation like in Sueno en la Floresta. As a consequence, I did not have the 

emotional connection that I was used with Sueno. Nevertheless, well-performed. 

Takuya Okamoto’s interpretation of Rondo Caprice reminded me of the one by Alberto 

Mesirca on his Regondi-cd. Transparent and extremely virtuoso (maybe the emphasis on 

virtuosity should have been less), good finishing and little string and catch noise. Okamoto 
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played a good development of the tension in the piece. I was astonished by his 

memorization; how do you memorize all these runs and ornaments! 

Peter Graneis was number two. Ooops, no announcement! That is a violation of Rule 7 of the 

Competition Regulations. Officially that means a fair chance of disqualification. For myself, I 

add some irritation, because he was clearly hampering a journalist in the execution of his 

duties, i.e. writing a complete and extensive report. 

He started with something Baroque-like, a Sonata or Suite in multiple movements, yet not 

completely played (that takes too long). The Prelude (at least by the sound of it) was virtuoso 

with an interesting bass line. The following Allegro or Vivace… Pfff, I started to fall asleep, 

my night’s sleep had been a little short, in spite of the joyful and quite loudly played musical 

notes porridge, I could not maintain attention. 

The second piece. Something Spanish? Torroba? Turina? Absolutely no Rodrigo! A piece 

with a hard bass line that filled the concert hall. Interesting dynamics. A passage in 

Rasgueados followed. Executed neatly with power, he did not over-stress his guitar. 

The last piece was romantic and dwelt in the higher regions of the fingerboard. The finish 

was good with this piece as well. A clear point of attention… he played it much and much too 

loud for the atmosphere of the piece. A shame! 

Florent Aillaud had two arrows in his quiver, the Fantaisie Dramatique by Napoleon Coste 

and a few movements from a Sonate for guitar by Roberto Sierra. 

With Fantaisie Dramatique, Florent Aillaud played a looong introduction and a piece of 

programmatic music. He played with power, yet with more subtlety than the approach of his 

predecessor. Playing level and finishing quality were high. ; -) It stroke me that Coste had a 

hard time composing an end to the piece, it was quite a travel to the final chord! 

Roberto Sierra, that is contemporary music. The first movement from the Sonata was fiercely 

and cutting virtuoso. It did not cause goose bumps with me (or it was because I was 

shivering for repugnance), yet the player showed his skills and dynamics. The piece sounded 

acid in its dark chords. The second movement had the same atmosphere as the first one, 

painfully virtuoso with (fortunately) a few sections to catch my breath again. For me as a 

recreative listener, this piece sounded as a technological show-off, and not as music. 

The last movement. Finally! A conglomeration of dashing voices that clashed many times. 

Aillaud played it well, honestly, with a great technical precision, but my musical attention 

disappeared completely after the first measures. The piece was soooo loud, loud and again 

loud. I was almost pleased that the Nordhorn police passed the front of the Kulturhaus with 

wailing sirens, a worthy end for this contemporary disaster! 

Finalist Four: Yevgen Shtepa. His trumps: The Sonata Heroica by Mauro Giuliani and two 

movements from the Sonata by Leo Brouwer. 

Playing Giuliani, Shtepa presented a relatively modest sound that fit the music very well, a 

delightful quiet oasis after the acid contemporary violence by his predecessor. Yet he 
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showed a considerable dynamic range. Playing softly is an art! Small minus was his 

approach of light-hearted runs, some of them suffered from overplaying. 

I have no idea what is wrong with the finals today: Technically all players are proficient. Yet 

the music that they are making, does not touch me at all. For myself I consider it important, 

that a finalist plays in such a way that he or she touches a string with me, that the music is 

touching for the audience. Today, none of the finalists achieve this. Or is contact with an 

audience off-topic for a competition amongst professionals? 

Back to reality. Sarabande de Scriabin from the Sonate by Brouwer. By far the quietest piece 

of this afternoon, yet still tooo loud! Why there is not the tension of the slowly diminishing 

tone like Sabrina Vlascalic plays this piece? I had to smile a bit when, as a clear contrast, in 

the street outside a car passed by with hard techno trance on the speakers, as if it wanted to 

say: See, see, I can be much louder! 

La Toccata de Pasquini, the last movement from Brouwer’s Sonata. Well, that was a clear 

step forward in the right direction! Well performed arpeggio and a much better measurement 

of volume than Aillaud and Graneis. Alas…. Still no connection! I Guess I am not in the mood 

for appreciation! 

The last candidate: Mateusz Kowalski with a classical programme, Giuliani en Schubert. 

After all this contemporary stuff a positive point for me as an old-fashioned and slightly aged 

listener. 

If you hear the title of Giuliani’s piece -Rossiniade Nr. 1- you’ll immediately know where it it 

all about: Opera! Kowalski approached the matter with modest sound and well-dosed 

dynamics and created a pleasant tension in the opera quotations. Now it was quite irritating 

that the same idiot in the techno-trance car drove along again! Good point for the player that 

he was not discouraged by this “musical” trend of these days. 

Second piece, Alla Ingarese, a Moment Musical by Franz Schubert (1797 - 1818), a piano 

piece that had been arranged for guitar. The melody dwelt on the highest frets. Kowalski 

played the Hungarian passion (Hungarians themselves do not believe that Austrians can do 

that) with an elegant approach. 

The finals had passed. A bit disappointing for me, all guitarists were technically OK, yet none 

of the players impressed me in the musical sense, none succeeded in passing on some 

deeper emotion. Maybe I am the cause myself, I might have too high expectations after 

eleven years of festival experience.  

Whatever, I guess that the jury will make a right choice. 

Concert Hubert Käppel 

This Sunday evening concert caused mixed feelings. Originally, tonight Roland Dyens would 

perform here, but he passed a way suddenly last year. As a tribute to him, after the concert 

by Hubert Käppel, a memorial concert would take place. 
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At the start of his concert, Hubert Käppel presented a brief meditation about the life and 

particularly the work of Roland Dyens that has represented great significance for the current 

classical guitar music, connecting it to styles like jazz by means of challenging compositions. 

The first section of Käppel’s concert took me back to the days that I started playing the 

guitar. Renaissance music, Pavanes by Luis Milan, the famous Alman by Robert Johnson 

and last but not least Heigh Ho Holiday by Holborne. A pleasant reunion with old friends! It 

was good to hear that the 6/8 section of Heigh Ho Holiday sounded well at a more moderate 

pace. 

Hubert Käppel offered Heitor Villa-Lobos lots of room in his programme. A sturdy approach 

for Preludes 1 and 4, yet with well-played lyricism. A powerful Scottish Choro from the Suite 

Bresilienne gave the recital a touch of dance, with the dreamy atmosphere of Prelude 3 for a 

change in mood. The swing of Choros Nr. 1, the famous but not so often played reflection of 

the Brazilian street tunes, concluded the excursion to Villa Lobos. 

A playful intermezzo -Romance d’ Amor- offered Käppel the opportunity to clean his glasses 

and make naughty winks to a few ladies on the first row. 

Leo Brouwer was up last with a few compositions that were considered avant-gardist in the 

time that I started to play guitar: Tarantos and La Espiral Eterna. Well, in comparison to the 

contemporary repertoire that I heard during the finals, this music is almost classical! I guess 

that this effect-based music has caused a few raised eyebrows in the last century. Well, 

that’s nothing in comparison to contemporary composition today. 

The encore was a story around Birds by Hitchcock with a nice piece of quasi-Bach to obtain 

a heaven-like atmosphere. What was the scene in the movie? A dangerous swarm of 

seagulls if I remember correctly. 

Homage to Roland Dyens 

Time for the last official part. No, in fact two but last, because we also have the results of two 

competitions. 

The Homage to Roland Dyens. The concert hall was adorned for this purpose, roses in a 

large vase on the stage. Quite different form the red-yellow tulips that Brava TV brought in for 

the registration of Dyens live-performance at the Guitar Festival Nordhorn 2012. Life takes a 

strange course at times, yet the flowers provided a good advice particularly on this occasion: 

Carpe Diem! 

The Homage started with a crowded stage, the occasional quartet of Samuel Klemke, Eric 

Lammers and his wife and Bobby Rootveld. They played a fantasy on a melody that sounded 

familiar to me, but I could not name it. Later on, I heard that it was Dyens’ arrangement of 

Alfonsina y el Mar by Ariel Rodriguez! 

De Gooijer (that’s me), shame on you! You played the very same piece on your last 

competition (and failed with it). ; -) Must be repression! 
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Aleksei Belousov played a jazzy ballad that sounded like a wink to the famous Etude in D by 

Fernando Sor. Dyens was a versatile composer with a good sense of humour! 

Alberto Mesirca played Mambo des Nuances, a clearly Caribbean related dance melody with 

a humoristic pattern in the bass line. Tightly and honestly played, just like Alberto can. 

The duo Sabrina Vlaskalic / Jorrit Douwes performed Côté Nord, subtitled Eloge (=Homage 

aan) du Duo Assad, a suite in three movements. The guitars had to be detuned to produce a 

mysterious atmospheric sound. The piece was an interesting dialog, including a quarrel, 

making up, dancing around, hitting toes and a fight again and after the battle back into 

harmony. Interesting! 

Shin-yu (Jimmy) Liu brought an arrangement of a French Chanson that showed that Dyens 

could turn the songs of his own country into challenging guitar music. 

Samuel Klemke paid his homage with Djembe, dedicated to Roland Dyens’ brother Emanuel. 

A spectacular dancing piece with quite a lot of characteristic percussion and the Dyens-

specific jazzy approach. 

It was the turn of the Anido Guitar Duo (Annette Kruisbrink and Arlette Ruelens) that formed 

a pretty Rhapsody in Blue with their modest outfit. They played Gloomy Light from the suite 

Comme des Grands. It was a lovely singing melody on an accompaniment with a remarkable 

metallic sound, like a song with a Tibetan scale. The piece represented faint light, not the 

ominous variant. In the end the voices merged in parallels. 

It was a remarkable and special atmosphere during the homage. It provided a clear 

impression of the quality of Dyens’music, yet it also clearly showed the respect paid by the 

players. This respect made the musical experience more intense. 

Eric Lammers played two Chansons Françaises. The first one I recognised as La Java 

Bleue, a relatively joyful waltz with serious undertone. Yes, I do say recognize, but I was not 

sure about my memory. I listened the compleet 2 cd set of Chansons Françaises and the 

piece resembled the one with this title most. I might be wrong any way! 

Wat do you play if you are experiencing a sad loss? Lammers played Ne me Quitte Pas by 

Jacques Brel. A plea that is in vain as soon as you hear that a loved one has passed away, 

yet it is a song that exactly expresses what you are missing. A moving and modest 

performance with clear sadness in the background…  

The guitarist and composer Nejc Kuhar closed the Homage with the piece Adieu Roland. A 

bright and modest piece with a clearly recognizable architecture, it was a kind of life story. A 

death bell in harmonics formed an intermezzo, just like the Promenade in Pictures at an 

Exhibition by Mussorgsky (who composed this piece on the death of his friend, the painter). 

In between, a number of related sections provided an impression of Dyens’ life. The 

composition was melodious and full of atmosphere, but presented a considerable technical 

challenge as well!  

The artists had played their homages with the clear emotion of a final tribute. Now the last 

word, better said last tune, was for Roland via the historical video recording of Tango en Skai
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at the Nordhorn Guitar Festival 2012. Matchless, not only because of the way that he is 

playing the piece, but also because of the expression that shows from his face at the end of 

the piece. A smile of a friend that feels completely at home at this festival (which he 

confirmed in a later interview). 

At this time, for me the video came in as a wink from the hereafter… In this way he was 

present too. Goodbye, Roland, and many thanks for your interview in Feast on Six Strings, 

Five Years of Guitar Festival Nordhorn. 

Thus, a memorable concert came to an end. 

Then it was time for the results of the finals. 

1. Peter Graneis (Apparently the jury forgave him the violation of Rule 7). 

2. Takuya Okamoto. 

3. Mateusz Kowalski. 

Folks, congratulations with the results. The first and second prize winners were visibly 

pleased with the prize guitars, a good initiative! 

Finally, the corner of the veil of the composer’s competition. 16 Participants! The winner was 

Constantin Vassiliev. The name sounds familiar to me… Three Forest Paintings? Apparently, 

the competition draws in professionals too! 

Lounge Concert Dario Chillemi 

The Italian Dario Chillemi played the last regular ode to music at this festival in the Lounge. 

This time without opera, yet in a pleasant and accessible style, songs with a touch of jazz 

that remotely reminded me of Badi Assad (the sister of Sergio and Odair). 

He played quite expressive, both in sound and gesture. While I observed him, gesturing and 

conversing in quick Italo-English, I thought by myself that in comparison I was quite a 

Northern European cold fish. Whatever, that’s the way Italians are, Mediterranean, sunny, 

enthusiastically. It gave some extra to his performance. 

He did the same like yesterday during the informal opera session: Playing both guitar and 

audience. 

And then… Again, there was the moment that makes you a little sad that it is happening, yet 

on the other hand makes you glad that it has come so far: Goodbye to all the friends of the 

festival. With the Nordhorn Hug as a good practice. 

In good hope and expectations of the next festival. See you all next year! 
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